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Revision History 

Version Date Summary of Changes 

V5 January 2020  Update to section 3.3 to reflect leaver / joiner bulk CSV functionality. 
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1. Purpose of Document

Target Audience: Local Administrators 

NHSmail is a national secure collaboration service for health and social care designed to 
enable the secure exchange of information by email and other methods. 

This guide is designed for local administrators and provides information on how to use Push 
connectors within NHSmail. For more information on the different provisioning options for 
NHSmail please refer to the NHSmail User Provisioning Guide.  

2. How to submit Push Connector data

Data can be submitted to push user information via a Comma Separated Value (CSV) file 
manually in the Portal (portal.nhs.net) and then the system processes it automatically.

The Portal CSV submission feature allows for the creation of mailboxes up to the 
organisation’s creation limit. Please note it is advisable to make several smaller 
submissions rather than one large update. Creates and updates from the upload are 
processed in the background, you will receive an email with the results of the operations, 
the time taken for this depends on the quantity of updates. Multiple CSV submissions can 
be completed within a day as long as they are within the organisation’s registration limits. 
Any user updates can also be maintained via CSV submission.  

Mailbox creation limits can be updated by NHS Digital (England) via feedback@nhs.net and 
NSS (Scotland) via nhsmail.scotland@nhs.net  

Below you can find details about the manual and email submission processes as well as the 
accepted format. 

3. CSV Upload Account Management (Portal)

3.1 CSV Upload of User accounts 

The steps below detail how to access the CSV upload feature in the NHSmail Portal: 

1. Select “Admin” from the top tool bar of the NHSmail Portal and select “User
Management” from the drop down menu

http://support.nhs.net/policyandguidance
mailto:connector.data@nhs.net
mailto:feedback@nhs.net
mailto:nhsmail.scotland@nhs.net
portal.nhs.net
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2. Click “CSV Upload” from the top toolbar 

 

3. Click on “Browse” to select the appropriate CSV file to upload 

4. Click “Validate” following the file upload 

 

 

 

The file will then be validated and a message will display to let you know whether the 
validation has been successful or if there are any errors in the CSV file. Validation errors are 
usually due to formatting or syntax errors. The list of file validation results will indicate the 
location of any errors on a line by line basis. 

Below is an example of what you will see if the CSV file has failed its validation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before re-uploading the CSV, ensure all errors are addressed and then follow the same 
steps to re-upload the file for a successful validation. 
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A confirmation message will appear when all content of the CSV meets the validation criteria 
as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Once the file has successfully validated, click “Upload” at the bottom of the page 

Once the file upload is successful, administrators will receive a CSV results email. The 
results email will include the uploaded CSV file with an additional column containing results 
of each of the created accounts.  

For more information on CSV uploads in the Portal refer to the CSV Uploads section in the 
Portal Administrators Guide. 

3.2 CSV Validation Results 

After validating a CSV you will see each row in the input file against one of the status values 
below: 

• PROCESSED_NEW – a new mailbox will be created for these accounts. 

• PROCESSED_UPDATED – an existing mailbox will be updated. 

• PROCESSED_NOCHANGE – the input matches the existing mailbox so no changes 
will be made. 

• PROCESSED_CONTACT – the Local ID of the input row matches an existing 
Contact migrated from NHSmail 1. These users do not get updated. 

• PROCESSED_DUPLICATE – these users look like they match an existing user which 
has been manually created but doesn’t have a Local ID. These users do not get 
updated. 

• PROCESSED_LEAVER – these users have an email address which belongs to 
another organisation and so are assumed to be leavers. These users to not get 
updated. 

• INVALID – there is an error with one or more of the input fields on a row. 

• ACCESS_DENIED – there is a problem with the users being requested to be created. 
If you try to create users above your organisations create limit you will see this error. 

3.3 CSV Update of User accounts 

You can also use the CSV functionality to bulk update user’s accounts. If you have updated 
a CSV file with up-to-date user information, this file can then be re-uploaded to the Portal to 
update the user’s NHS Directory entry. You must ensure that the user’s unique local ID 
aligns with that of the current Directory so that user accounts are not duplicated. To update 
user accounts follow steps 1 - 4 of the previous section, CSV upload of user account.  

When the file is successfully validated, the file validation results will detail the accounts that 
have successfully matched on a local ID and already exist. These accounts will be updated.  

Please note that if a user did not historically have a unique local ID associated to their 
account on the old NHSmail service then you will not be able to update their account via a 

http://support.nhs.net/portalindex
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CSV file. To generate a list of users’ current local IDs Local Administrators can run the 
Mailbox Report through the NHSmail Portal. 

Note: Local administrators may need to mark leavers / joiners in scenarios such as moving 
users to a merged organisation.  To perform a bulk update to mark users as leavers / joiners, 
see Bulk uploading users via a CSV file. 

3.4 Data Processing time 

For CSV files uploaded via the NHSmail Portal, data processing starts right after the CSV is 
submitted and the length of time it takes to run depends on the size of the dataset submitted. 

3.5 Permission required 

The Portal upload CSV feature is available to users with the BULK_USER_CREATE 
permission for user creation. Local Administrators and Local Primary Administrators have 
this permission level.  

 

4 Push connector (Email submission) 

Push connector data can also be submitted, as in the previous version of NHSmail, via 
email, by sending an email with a CSV file attachment containing the desired updates / 
creations. 

Users can submit CSV files by sending them to the email address: 
connector.data@nhs.net 

The accepted CSV file format is detailed below. The system also accepts the old NHSmail 
push connector format. It is recommended that prior to submitting your CSV file; you should 
run your CSV file through the CSV upload tool in the admin portal using the validation 
function only. This will allow you to check that the format of the data is correct as the CSV 
upload tool uses the same validation logic to that of the push connectors.  

 

 

 

4.1 Data processing time 

For email submissions of CSVs, processing runs with a 24 hour period, typically in the 
evening, meaning users will see their uploaded content the following day after submission. If 
you submit more than one CSV file in the same day then the push connector tool will only 
process the last file submitted on that evening. Please ensure that any CSV files to be 
submitted on a given day are sent to connector.data@nhs.net before 20:00. 

4.2 Permission required 

The email submission feature is available to users with the Connector role assigned. Local 
administrators can assign this role via the Portal. The connector admin does not need to 
include a local key in the subject line when submitting a CSV upload via email submission 
(this was needed on the old service), they only need to be assigned the Connector role 
within the Portal. This means that the push connector email should come from an @nhs.net 
email address rather than a local email address (i.e. @nhs.uk). 

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/bulk-uploading-users-via-csv-files/
mailto:connector.data@nhs.net
mailto:connector.data@nhs.net
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When submitting from a new email address the first upload may be manually reviewed by 
the support team. 

 

5 The format of Push Connector data submission 

5.1 User changes / creation  

Please find below an example using the new format for the user changes/creation files: 
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de 
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0    
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Clinical 
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Clinical 
Genetics,
Public 
Health 

T3xdsfr
g4r” 4  RR2 RR2 

 
The accepted file format is also attached below: 
 

BulkUploadSample.cs

v  
 

This format can be used for CSV upload via the Portal or via email submission.  

Below is a list of the fields in the new format for the user data submission with the restrictions 
configured on each field. The new format includes some additional fields. Please be aware 
that both the new format as well as the old format is accepted for submission into the new 
Portal push connector setup. We encourage you to use the new format if you are uploading 
a new data set.  

Note: The CSV push connector does not support the ‘leaver’ function. Any accounts that 
need to be marked as leavers should be carried out in the portal. Excluding accounts in the 
push connector will simply no longer update those records on NHSmail. 

5.2 New File Format Fields  

Note: The compulsory attributes are marked in Bold. 

 
Attribute Name Mandatory Leave 

Blank 
Data 
Type 

Description 

ClinicalRole   string User Clinical Role (comma separated 
multiple values) Must match an entry from 
the pick lists shown in the Portal on the 
Create/Edit User screens. 

ClinicalSpeciality   string User Clinical Specialty (comma separated 
multiple values) Must match an entry from 
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the pick lists shown in the Portal on the 
Create/Edit User screens. 

EmailSize   string Email box size.  

Auto generated to have value of 4 if left 
blank. (4GB) 

Fax   string Fax number 

FirstName Yes  string User first name  

JobTitle   string User job title 

LastName Yes  string User last name 

Local ID Yes  string Anchor attribute; this attribute should be 
mapped to a unique attribute which should 
not change once set. This joins on objects 
during Initial Synchronization Cycle. 

If left blank, this will be automatically 
generated. 

MobilePhone   string Mobile phone number 

OfficePhone   string Office telephone number 

Organisation Yes  string ODS/Information Services Division in 
Scotland (ISD) code for Organisation – 
this should match what is shown on the 
Organisation section of the Portal. 

Example: Organisation 123 – LS111 

OrganisationUnit   string A code of Organisation unit within the 
Organisation, typically a department. This 
should match the ODS/ISD code for the 
OU shown in the “Manage Organisation” 
section of the Portal. The department code 
starts with the letter “D”. 

If left blank the user will be assigned to the 
“Organisation” entry rather than a specific 
department. 

Example: DLS1110234 

Pager   string Pager number 

Password   string Must contain characters from three of the 
following 4 categories (based on AD 
default): 

• Uppercase characters of European 
languages (A through Z) 

• Lowercase characters of European 
languages (a through z) 

• Base 10 digits (0 through 9) 
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• Non-alphanumeric characters: 
~!@#$%^&*_-+=`|\(){}[]:;"'<>,.?/ 

This is only used when creating a new 
account; it will not overwrite an existing 
password. If left blank, the new account 
will have an auto-generated password 
which is included in the output report. 

Title   string Personal Title (Mr, Mrs, Lord…) Must 
match an entry from the pick lists shown in 
the Portal on the Create/Edit User 
screens. 

WorkArea   string User work area (comma separated 
multiple values). Must match an entry from 
the pick lists shown in the Portal on the 
Create/Edit User screens. 

5.3 Old Format CSV 

Please note that if you are using the old CSV format there are certain fields that can no 
longer be managed which are: 
 

• Previous family name 

• Initials 

• Organisation site code – something that will be looked at in terms of development 

• GP practice code – practices are now organisations, the ODS/ISD code for the 
practice should be used in the Organisation field 

• Room 

• Web page 


